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In compliance with your message of 1 May a
I have collected the following information regarding the organization of Portugal's b divisional intelligence:

The divisional intelligence branch is composed of high ranking staff officers who have received special training.

The staff officers' post is divided into 3 units under the Intelligence Head:

(1) A secret intelligence unit consists of 4 staff members, together with several secretaries and map-drafters.
   1 staff officer has special control of secret military maps.
   1 staff officer has special control of intelligence and is directly responsible to the Intelligence Head.
   The other staff officer (investigates?)

(2) The entire intelligence organization requires 4 staff officers together with several secretaries and map-drafters.

The lst staff officer has special control of military geographical (?post war?) map-making, or sketching, or secret intelligence at its source.
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The 2nd Staff officer is responsible for comprehensive intelligence surveys, and reports to the Intelligence Head.

The 3rd staff office prepares drafts for military headquarters intelligence reports, compiles army corps battle reports, and staff intelligence dispatches.

The 4th staff officer investigates enemy and prisoner records.

(3) The Communications and Liaison Command is organized as follows:

A. All divisions and all the special type army corps which are concerned with communications and liaison are, as a rule, divided into:

- Tank corps
- Light cavalry
- Bicycles
- Airplane
- Motorized

B. These 5 branches are under the Intelligence Head's command.

Other special type army corps are under a command.

B. Experts, other divisional intelligence departments, and liaison are concerned with outside personnel, with releasing news to the press, divisional departments, and setting the dates for intelligence conferences.